Abstract

We briefly outline the work developed in [6], namely the definition of the OWL 2 ontology Ontoceramic for cataloguing ceramics. The analysis of the classification of Ceramics and in order to provide this constraint, in their domains is expressed only the profile OWL 2 SS, and adapted to SSOWL the decision procedure problem for SSOWL is NP-complete.

OWL 2-SS

Ontoceramic is an ontology for classification and cataloguing of ceramics. Currently, classification of ceramics is performed by using traditional methods like hard-copy archives and standard digital techniques like relational databases. The lack of a systematic classification of Ontoceramic brought to light the limits of the nascent knowledge on the use of the profile OWL 2 SS and to not support some of the constructs occurring in Ontoceramic; we defined a logical model of Ontoceramic. Since none of the existing OWL 2 profiles coincide with our model, that is, each existing OWL 2 profile resulted to be much less expressive and to not support some of the constructs occurring in Ontoceramic; we defined a new OWL 2 profile called OWL 2 SS. Our new profile contains all of the features of the logical model of Ontoceramic that include a wide subset of OWL 2 constructs [9]. To assess the computational complexity of the reasoning problems of the OWL 2 SS profile and to define an efficient reasoning algorithm for it, we used the theoretical terms as a fragment of the four-level stratified calculus called 4LQSR (Restricted Four Level Quantified Syllogistic), proved to be decidable in [7].
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